KENT STUDENT SOCIAL SUPPORT GROUP

Autumn term 2019 meetings
The meetings take place from 6-7pm in the Staff Common Room in Keynes College

Monday 23 September
Social Support Welcome Event
An opportunity to meet new people at university in a welcoming and supportive environment

Monday 7 October
Talking Jenga
Using Jenga pieces to start up conversations about topics of your choice!

Monday 21 October
Clay to Calm
Creating clay objects to express who we are

Monday 4 November
Desert Island Essentials
Identifying our most beloved possessions and writing a reflective letter to our future selves

Monday 18 November
University check in
Taking the chance to reflect on the past few months and discussing everyone’s experiences

Monday 2 December
Christmas Ginger Bread House
Getting festive in the wake of Christmas by building ginger bread houses together

Umbrella Centre
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